
REPORT OF THE ACTIVITIES  CONDUCTED IN THE MONTH OF 

JULY 

 

SUN MAKING ACTIVITY- This activity helped in the development of 

fine motor skills, which involve small muscles of the hand, fingers, and 

thumb. Pre-Nursery kids enjoyed putting circles and rectangular strips 

and making Sun. It also helped in eye-hand coordination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRAIN MAKING ACTIVITY- In this activity, children learned how to 

make a train from colourful squares. This activity helped them in the 

recognition of square shape and colours. The children participated 

enthusiastically and enjoyed it a lot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PUZZLE ACTIVITY - Puzzles are very important in assisting children 

to develop problem-solving skills, cognitive skills, fine motor skills, eye-

hand coordination, and self-esteem. The challenges involved in puzzle-

solving give a sense of pride and self-esteem. Our little Rallians of class 

Pre-Nursery were provided different types of puzzles and they all tried to 

complete them in the best possible manner. 

.  

PAPER BOAT MAKING ACTIVITY-Nursery students enjoyed the 

paper boat-making activity with origami paper. Teachers taught students 

“How to make paper boats, & children also floated their paper boats on 

the water, under the guidance of their teachers. It also strengthened the 

hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills of the students. 

. 



HOPSCOTCH ACTIVITY- Nursery students enjoyed learning the 

Hopscotch Game. Each child tossed a dice inside the square grid with 

numbers 1-10 written on the floor and hopped down to the end and 

back. This game helped children to master body control, along with 

learning the numbers. They also revised counting. 

PIZZA LETTER ACTIVITY- Using a keyword such as pizza 

while teaching the letter 'p' can help students better recall the sound in 

the future. This simple multisensory activity helped students 

differentiate between the initial /p/ sound and the final /p/ sound with 

their vocabulary words. Nursery students enjoyed this activity by 

pasting pictures related to the letter 'p' 



EGG IN THE NET ACTIVITY- This activity was conducted in  

class Nursery to help the children in recognition of the letter 'n' and also 

make them aware of different vocabulary words related to the letter. 

Students had fun dropping eggs in the net and enjoyed the activity. 

 

BUD PRINTING ACTIVITY-The idea of painting for kids 

inspires fun and creativity! Little Rallians of class Prep explored the 

unique technique of 'Bud Printing' and tried their little hands on a 

beautiful butterfly. This activity helped in enhancing the imagination 

and creativity of the children. 



WORD BUILDING ACTIVITY-TO help the children learn phonic 

sounds and to improve their reading skills, a Word Building Activity 

was organized for the students of class Prep. They were provided with 

moveable blocks in which letters were printed on each side. Students 

manipulated the blocks in many ways to create words. This activity 

helped them to understand how letter symbols relate to letter sounds and 

developed word awareness skills. 

 

SEED GERMINATION ACTIVITY-As part of the experiential 

learning, the Seed Germination activity was done in class Prep to 

demonstrate how plants develop from seeds. The students germinated 

the seed in a bowl under the guidance of their teacher and noticed the 

growth over a week. It allowed them to see up close how a seed grows 

and what are the things required for germination. Their happiness was at 

its peak when they saw a little plant coming out. 

 


